


 

Introduction 
 
A Massive Welcome to the NESSR 
Newsletter, which we hope to produce on a 
quarterly basis to keep everyone updated 
on latest NESSR news with some articles of 
doggy interest and hopefully a bit of fun 
along the way.  We are already looking for 
contributors for our next edition so please 
get in touch if you would like to submit an 
article or share some ideas of what you’d 
like to read about in our next edition.  This 
and all of the work that NESSR does for the 
dogs, is not possible without the support of 
volunteers so if you would like to get 
involved in supporting in anyway, please 
get in touch via www.NESSR.net 
Please read on to find out a bit more about 
us and what we do, about NESSRs dogs and 
how they found their happy ending, our 
latest dogs who are looking for homes, 
some training tips and ideas for dog 
friendly walks and lots more…….. 

A bit about NESSR 
 
Northern English Springer Spaniel Rescue 
(NESSR) is one of the country's largest specialist 
non-profit making breed rescues that has been 
running for over 20 years and is a kennel club 
registered rescue. We primarily rescue and re-
home discarded, unwanted and neglected 
English Springer Spaniels.  However, NESSR 
will help other dogs in need, where it has the 
capacity to do so and has some volunteers with 
experience of other breeds.   
Where is NESSR based? 
NESSR does not own a rescue centre or kennels. 
All the dogs are looked after in our volunteers 
own homes. This enables us to get to know the 
dogs and assess them before they are rehomed. 
NESSR works primarily but not exclusively in 
the North East of England and Scottish borders. 
However NESSR endeavors to help any 
Springer in need regardless of geographical 
location, thanks to a network of dedicated 
volunteers we are able to rescue Springers from 
across the UK. If we are unable to help we try to 
find another rescue that can. 
The majority of dogs come directly to NESSR 
from their owners who are looking to rehome 
them due to a variety of reasons. NESSR also 
takes strays from pounds and occasionally 
helps other rescues when asked. 
 

Match Makers 
 
At N.E.S.S.R. we make absolutely sure any 
prospective owner knows exactly what they are 
getting into, when rehoming a springer. Healthy 
happy springers are always on the go.  
So we take great care to match the dogs to the 
people, that’s why very few rehoming’s go 
wrong and so many new owners are very happy 
with their new friend 
 
How does NESSR find new homes for the dogs?  
Thanks to the growth of the Internet NESSR 
takes advantage of websites to “advertise” the 
profiles of the dogs in its care. This means we 
get enquiries from all over the UK for our dogs. 
NESSR also has a long-standing reputation in 
the North East. We also get a lot of word of 
mouth recommendations. 
 
Does NESSR have an adoption agreement?  
Yes, all new homes are asked to sign an 
adoption agreement. This means that should an 
owner be unable to look after the dog at any 
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point in the future then NESSR would take it 
back without question. The agreement also 
states how we expect a dog to be treated and 
that it cannot be used for dog fighting or 
breeding.  
What checks does NESSR carry out on new 
homes?  
All new homes are thoroughly vetted. We carry 
out home checks, vet references and personal 
references. When assessing a potential home 
we are looking for how that home will meet the 
needs of the Springer in our care. What may suit 
one Springer may not suit another so we will 
consider people who:  

•  Work  
• Have children  
• Live in a flat  
• Working dog homes  

 
Does NESSR check up on dogs it rehomes?  
Yes, most of the time NESSR dog owners keep 
in touch with the rescue, but we do try to keep 
in contact especially during the first few months 
a dog is homed. Our adoption agreement gives 
us the right to check up on a dog if we want to 
and also to remove a dog if we feel it is being 
mistreated. 
 
What is NESSR’s neutering policy?  
NESSR neuters all dogs and bitches unless our 
vets feel it would be detrimental to their health. 
Puppies are homed with a strict neutering 
agreement, which we do check up on.  
 
Does NESSR ask for a set donation when people 
adopt a dog?  
NO. NESSR believes you can not put a “price” 
on a dog, we ask people to be as generous as 
possible to help us to continue our work. NESSR 
neuters and vaccinates all dogs and some need 
further vet treatment for other conditions 
therefore dogs can cost us from £150 to over 
£300.  
 
How does NESSR fund its work?  
NESSR is a non-profit making organization. We 
fund our work from  
• Donations made when people adopt a dog  
• Donations given by our supporters  
• The sale of items made by volunteers  
• Raffles and Tombola’s   
• Online auctions and competitions, on our 

Forum and other websites.  
More details of current fundraising activities are 
included later in this newsletter 
 
How is the money spent that is raised for 
NESSR?  

100% of the money raised for NESSR goes 
towards the direct work of rescuing and 
rehoming dogs. All of our “staff” are volunteers. 
We do not have a rescue centre, Volunteers 
look after the dogs in their own homes. We pay 
for food and veterinary treatment of all the dogs 
that come into NESSR’s care. 
 

 
 
 



 

Bella 
 
As some of you will know, little Bella came into 
NESSR and needed a lot of work done on her 
back legs, she spent most of 2016 either in 
surgery or on crate rest following surgery.  
In December 2016, it was decided that Bella 
could now be rehomed and finish her post op 
recovery in her new home, and this is where I 
come in. 
 
We had lost two of our NESSR babies during 
2016 and decided that Isla needed a friend. So I 
spoke to Cynthia. We didn’t want a dog that was 
too young so Cynthia suggested Bella.  I was 
amazed that Cynthia would consider letting her 
come down south to us, but arrive she did.  
 

      
 
Bella arrived with me just before Christmas 
2016 to live with her NESSR sister Isla, and she 
was full of beans. She was supposed to be 
getting over her surgery, but instead decided 
that our house was like a Grand Prix circuit. 
Bella likes to sit on the backs of chairs and loves 
counter surfing. She had to be kept on very 
short lead walks - 5 mins a day for the first 
month, then 10 mins a day for the following 
month. Bella would then be free to do as many 
walks as she wanted.  
 
 

 
 

      
 
 
 
Bella has come on in leaps and bounds. She 
lives life to the fullest, nothing seems to get to 
her, and she likes nothing better than having a 
cuddle with her dad and helping him in the 
garden.       
 
She is such a delight to have around the house, 
a typical Springer in every way possible. From 
running riot when you get home, cuddles on the 
sofa or in the garden, she loves being with the 
grandchildren, and steals coffee from your mug 
even if you haven’t finished it.  Bella has fitted in 
so well and has come a long way from the little 
dog who couldn’t support her own weight.  She 
is a little ray of sunshine.  
 
Written by Jan. 
NESSR Supporter and mum to Isla & Bella 
 

 
 
"Special thanks go to everyone who very kindly donated to our appeal for funds to help pay Bella's vet bills. 
Between our JustGiving campaign, volunteer sponsored runs, auctions and other individual fundraisers you all 
raised over £6400.00. Due to your generosity the best veterinary treatment was ensured giving Bella the best 
chance for ongoing health and recovery. Thank you all. Cynthia" 
 



 

Product Review 

Kong Duets Ball    
 
If you haven’t discovered the world of Kong yet, 
dive right in there. Kongs are durable, fillable 
dog toys that are designed to keep your furry 
friend mentally stimulated and for those that 
love to chew, the materials can withstand even 
the most determined chewer.  
 
The idea with Kongs is to be able to fill them 
with tasty treats and leave the dog to work out 
how to get the fillings out. One of Kong’s great 
features is that they can be frozen to extend the 
entertainment factor.  
 
We have had a mixture of Kong designs but we 
stumbled onto the Duet ball a few weeks ago 
and have been really impressed with the 
design. One of my frustrations with Kong is 
making sure they’re properly clean, as often 
there can be a small amount of filling left in the 
bottom. The Duet ball is great as the filling goes 
around the ball in a waffle pattern groove 
making it not only interesting for the dog but 
also easy for me to clean and refill.  
 
When the dogs using the ball he has to work his 
way around the ball to get all the filling out 
rather than just one hole that is found with the 
original. Due to the methodical thinking to get 

the entire filling out we have found the Duet ball 
to last longer than other filled treats and is often 
double checked to check its not holding the 
odd particle of food left.  
 
When filling we tend to use soft fillings such as 
cream cheese, sandwich pastes and dog safe 
peanut butter. I would highly recommend 
freezing your fillings, which due to the design is 
very quick. This ball is also designed to take 
small sized kibble if you prefer a dry filling, 
however I think the size of the waffle pattern, 
dry filling could be difficult to use. One tip I will 
give you if you’re anything like me and filling 
Kongs becomes messy, is to load your soft 
filling into a piping bag allowing you to just get 
the filling into the Kong and not everywhere 
else. A sandwich bag can also be used by 
putting the filling to one corner and turning it 
into a makeshift piping bag by cutting a small 
amount of the corner off.  
 
Other good features of the Kong Duet ball are it 
still makes a fun toy when not filled with tasty 
morsels. The ball has a good bounce to it and is 
able to float.  
 
The Kong Duet ball is available from a wide 
variety of Kong stockists for around £7. We 
managed to pick ours up on sale for £5, so keep 
an eye out.  
 
 
 

Dog Friendly walks – Tunstall Resevoir 
Our thanks to Woolsingham Wayfarers for providing this editions walk 
 
 
LENGTH – 7½ miles (12 km) 
MINIMUM TIME – 4 hours 
ELEVATION GAIN – 254 m (833ft).  
LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY – Moderate.  

PATHS – Farmland field paths, forest tracks, one 
steep climb and one short section of quiet road 
along the reservoir.  

STILES – 3 stiles and 1 ladder stile.  

PARKING – Demesne Mill Picnic Area.  

Nearest postcode DL13 3DB.  

 

The walk from Wolsingham to the Tunstall 
Reservoir has long been a favourite of locals 
and visitors alike. The walk offers plenty of 
variety and interest, plus a few short cuts for 
those that might prefer them.  

The ascent up to the ruin of Park Wall Farm is 
handsomely rewarded with a stunning view 
back towards Wolsingham and the viewpoint 
after the steep climb up Blackstone Bank will 
take your breath away. The reservoir offers a 
wonderful setting for a break to enjoy 
refreshments at the half way point.  



 

The Walk 

A. The walk sets off from the picnic area at 
Demesne Mill on the B6296 (Wolsingham to 
Tow Law Road). From the car parking area 
of the picnic site take the path to the right 
and walk adjacent to the beck ignoring the 
fork path to the left.  

B. From the kissing gate at the top left end of 
the picnic area, the path runs broadly across 
the first meadow, parallel with the beck on 
your right hand side. At the head of this 
field, it crosses the old mill race (now 
disused). Turn right through the kissing gate 
to a larger footbridge, known locally as Jack 
Walker Bridge, which crosses Thornhope 
Beck.  

C. Turn right over the bridge and follow the 
path to another kissing gate. Here take a 
sharp left turn into the Long Dyke.  

Stay on the left of the field until you reach a 
kissing gate taking you on to the Tunstall 
Road. Cross the road and head up the 
picturesque curving drive to Fawnlees Hall, 
ignoring the footpath on the right.  

D. Continue on the track past Fawnlees Hall, 
through a gate at Low Fawnlees and on to 
Middle Fawnlees. At the next gate ignore 
the more established track which forks up 
the hill to High Fawnlees and continue 
straight on through the gate towards the 
Plantation.  

E. Take the gate into the Park Wall Plantation. 
Continue up the hill until you reach the gate 
at the top that exits the Plantation’s walls. 

F. Turn sharply right as you exit the Plantation 
and head towards the ruins of Park Wall 
Farm. Keep the wall to your right, taking 
care along the usually boggy pathway. 
Follow the wall around to the ruins of the 
barn and go through the gate. Turn left 
around the barn and go over a ladder stile, 
then turn right and go straight on through 
the gate.  

G. Continue down between the wall and the 
Plantation where the Tunstall Reservoir, in 
its beautiful setting, comes into view for the 
first time.  

H. At the bottom of the path turn right at the 
gate and continue towards the edge of the 
Plantation ahead. When the Plantation is 
reached turn left through the gate and 
continue straight on through another gate at 
High Jofless Cottage.  

I. Follow the track and go through the gate 
that takes you into the yard of Jofless Farm. 

Keep to the track which swings right and out 
of the farm. At the exit gate turn left over a 
culvert and along the field edge path.  

J. As you go through the next gate, head right 
diagonally across the field to a stone stile 
that takes you over the wall. Continue 
diagonally right across the next field to the 
far corner. Take the gate on the left and 
continue over the beck. At the next gate, 
bear right diagonally across the field that 
takes you out on to Tunstall Road. Turn left 
and head towards the dam. At the dam, the 
spectacular view of Tunstall Reservoir (built 
in 1879 by the Weardale and Shildon Water 
Company) opens out before us.  

K. Follow the road north from the dam and 
continue past the picnic area. As you cross 
over a bridge you will see a five bar gate 
and stile on your right. Go over the stile and 
follow the path near to the fence. This path 
takes you to the head of the reservoir. At the 
kissing gate turn right onto the track. At the 
head of the reservoir is a wetlands reserve 
maintained and protected by Northumbrian 
Water.  

L. Continue along the track and, when you 
reach a five bar gate, turn right through a 
kissing gate onto a delightful ‘permissive’ 
track which takes you the length of the 
reservoir through Backstone Bank Wood, an 
Area of Special Scientific Interest, which is 
also part of the ancient medieval estate of 
the Bishops of Durham.  

M. At the end of the path, at the eastern end of 
the dam, turn left onto the tarmac road for 
the last real uphill section to Backstone Bank 
Farm.  

N. At the farm turn sharply right along the track 
(not through the gate) and head due south 
along the edge of the hill, with magnificent 
views into the valley below.  

O. Follow the path downhill. When the forestry 
plantation is reached keep right next to the 
fence and go straight on after the gate. Keep 
to the path and head towards the corner of 
the field towards the tree line (ignore the 
path heading uphill to the left).  

Cross the Spring Gill and go through two 
gates into a field. Go straight across the 
centre of the fields to another two gates. The 
path of the third field follows a fence on the 
right. Continue straight on through another 
gate into the next field along the edge of 
woodland. The next gate takes you into Baal 
Hill Farm (see note on map).  



 

P. Walk towards the left side of the farm 
building and join the main farm track. Go 
through the gate but ignore the main track 
as it turns left, instead heading diagonally 
left down the hill back down towards 
Wolsingham. The path emerges through a 
ne stand of ancient trees and follows the 

edge of the field through two kissing gates 
down to Holywood Lane.  

Q. Turn right onto Holywood Lane and walk for 
100 yards before turning left through a large 
kissing gate. Follow this path through two 
kissing gates onto the main road. Turn right 
and the entrance to the Demesne Mill Picnic 
area is 100 yards down the road on the right. 

 

  



 

Dogs Looking for Forever Homes      

Vinny 
 

 
Vinny is 4yo and came into NESSR with Leon 
due to a family break up. They can be rehomed 
together. Very small for a cocker Vinny is a nice 
dog with good recall and is not too bad on a 
lead. He has been fine with the (dog 
experienced) young children that visit his foster 
home. He is being fostered in Northumberland 

 
Leon 
 

 
Leon is 2yo and came into NESSR with Vinny 
due to a family break up. They can be rehomed 
together. Very small for a cocker Leon is a nice 
dog with good recall and is not too bad on a 
lead. He has been fine with the (dog 
experienced) young children that visit his foster 
home. 
Leon is being fostered in Northumberland 
 

Ollie  
 

 
Ollie is 7 months old. He is a bouncy young man 
who loves life. Gets on well with other dogs and 
people. He has basic training, good on the lead 
and house trained. 

 
Archie 
 
Archie is 11 years old and is a big lad. 
He is extremely well behaved in the house, 
doesn't go on furniture and understands that he 
isn’t allowed upstairs. He is fully house trained 
and is fine being left for a couple of hours. 
Archie is good with his basic commands, comes 
when called and is making good progress with 
walking on a loose lead. He enjoys playing with 
his toys. 
Archie has lived with children aged 10 years 
and up, is good with dogs and friendly with 
strangers. He is not cat tested. 
 

 
Archie is currently being fostered in West 
Yorkshire. 

 



 

Bonny 
 
Bonny came to NESSR in April when her time 
was up at a stray dog pound. 
 

 
 
Being a stray we had no history for her but it 
was obvious she had been used for breeding 
multiple litters.  She was very thin, (far too thin 
for a bitch expected to feed pups) and was also 
suffering from mange with hair loss on her face, 
ears and bottom.   
 
Although microchipped her chip was not 
registered on any database.  From her chip 
number Cynthia was able to trace the 
‘implanter’ who gave us details of her breeder 
and her date of birth as 2012.  Unfortunately the 
search for her owner ended there as her 
breeder did not have any record of who Bonny 
was originally sold to.   
 
Bonny has now settled into her foster home, 
learning the daily routine and making friends 
with the resident dogs in the house.  Mostly 
keeping herself to herself during the calm times 
of the day she loves to climb up onto the sofa 
and have human cuddles in the evening.  She 
enjoys her food and loves to run around in the 
local woods and trails. Occasionally the 

remnants of a squeaky toy can be found where 
she has been laying. 
 
Bonny came in to season shortly after arriving at 
her foster home so will not be ready for 
rehoming until July.  This will give her plenty of 
time to come out of her shell and be the 
beautiful bonny girl she is destined to be. 
Bonny is being fostered near Stirling in Scotland 
 

Bo 
 

 
Bo is a 7 yo chocolate & tan Cocker Spaniel. 
She's an extremely busy girl who has previously 
lived with children & babies. She was an only 
dog but is well socialised and gets along very 
well with those in her foster home. Bo walks 
well on a lead and does have recall. Although 
she prefers to have someone at home with her, 
she seems fine when left for an hour or two but 
does "shadow chase" both at home and when 
out. There has been some concern raised 
regarding some hearing deficit by her previous 
owner but this doesn't seem to be a particular 
problem to her. She loves having her 
photograph taken and is a typical velcro dog. 
Bo would be best suited to a home where 
someone is around most of the time and be able 
to accommodate her busy lifestyle. 
Bo is being fostered in Leeds 

 



 

Barney 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Barney is a 1 year old working cocker and a 
very busy lad. His recall is good but does not 
stay still long. He walks nicely on the lead and 
has a keen nose on him.  
 
 
Barney is good with other dogs and plays well 
with the dogs in his foster home. He can be very 
vocal, food and ball driven and excitable with 
new dogs and cats.  
Barney would like to go to a home where he will 
be given firm boundaries, continued training 
and kept active and even given a working job 
to do.  
 
Barney is being Fostered in East 
Northhamptonshire. 

  
The next Step 
 
When applying for any of our dogs you will be expected to travel to meet them in their foster home.  
 
A home check is also required and a donation to allow our work to continue.  
 
Application forms can be found at www.nessr.net 
 
Interested in fostering for NESSR and helping our charges into their forever home? Then please get in 
touch via www.nessr.net  to discuss how you can help further.  

 



 

Recipe corner – Simple Peanut Treats 
 
2 cups wholemeal flour  
1 tablespoon baking powder  

1 cup chunky peanut butter  
1 cup semi-skimmed milk  

MAKE SURE THE PEANUT BUTTER IS DOG SAFE AND DOES NOT CONTAIN XYLITOL 
Preheat oven to 350F/180C/gas mark 4. Grease a baking sheet  
In a large bowl combine the flour and baking powder  
In another bowl combine the peanut butter and milk. This is easier with a whisk  
Add the milk and peanut butter mixture to the flour and mix well  
On a floured surface turn out the dough and knead. Roll out to a 1/4 inch thick Cut out into shapes of 
your choice with a cookie cutter.  
Place on baking tray and cook for about 20 minutes or until lightly browned Place on a wire rack to 
cool. Store in an airtight container  
 

JUST FOR FUN - can you find the highlighted recipe words in the grid below? 
F D W A I T D A D I W U M I L V X T X L S F G D Q B 	
T F C T H L W Y V Y R D E R F I I Z T T Q R X Q Q O 	
C Z M M G Y Q A D Z D F E D H H U J S C N G E T O W 	
V O X T U A H L W K X S X M F B V L B W U G X U E L 	
K U F L O U R N O G T D Y L M A H Q H K O D A N T I 	
P T P X D H B O X P V Q S P L I H P A N I J H A F H 	
F F O K O K B B K Q Z I N U J M K E M J I V F E S Y 	
Y E A S I E R Z G T A L K Q J M J S A Q H W B P L V 	
H Y Q G S V F V N K E B K E A F A K N F J X D V N J 	
I M Y R Y U B O V Y S U R F A C E Z G G L O R K D C 	
O H N I P D R T Y Q A N Z A C K T B L N K N E A D E 	
K N F X O I R G G S X V P P J F S W C X C X E A U J 	
D Q R N W H O L E M E A L F V V S T W F C W X B I S 	
F H H H D O Y M N W V P E H S R T I O X S G N D S W 	
S H A P E S H I E E T U C E Z O N Y I R W D X V B E 	
N J A J R J T K G B Q Z U O Z V I K J V E N D A M X 	
L B W V B B A B V P D C Z H O P R V Q B W E W I J D 	
X R I T L X E I A F T H U A H K H D J K C I H T C U 	
U U Y I R N K Q U S G U T C E P I P C D Z U I D H C 	
I L M I I T X N Y M Q N B D R S T E T E E H S E S F 	
N L F B K O Z P F Q H K N E H Q Y S E M H G K V T S 	
N K M S J V L E B I T Y W S I U Y D D F A E D X P T 	
P O J I M F S X C I R O K V C R E N I A T N O C E M 	
C L L I X X H E P O A Y B J O S N W J D T M K I Y E 	
U B A E D P B K R Q Y N Q W D H B X B R F N F X X V 	
H X S N P M Z F N F U Q R B R O W N E D N W A T V N 	



 

Fun in the Sun  
 
Summer is upon us, so we thought we should give you some handy hints and tips for keeping the furry 
friend in your life cool. With what can only be described as extreme heat (after all most of us in the 
north are not used to seeing the big yellow ball in the sky), here’s a little reminder and fun ways to 
keep cool and safe this summer.  
 

Cool Treats  
 
Not all dogs are good at making sure they stay 
well hydrated in heat, so why not try adding ice 
cubes to their water bowl or if you’re feeling 
more adventurous you could whip up some pup 
popsicles or an activity ice cube.  
 

Pup popsicles  ideas 
 

1. Take either a lolly mold or a plastic cup  
2. Add in your chosen mix – This could be 

mushed banana and peanut butter or just 
chicken stock and some veggies with 
perhaps some chicken.  

3. Add your choice of stick (always 
supervise when eating) or leave without 
stick. You could also add a rawhide 
chew as the stick to make it extra fun 

4. Freeze, remove from the mold & serve as 
a cooling treat.  

Activity Ice Cube 
 
Now these are popular in our house in the 
summer. Take a sandwich box size container 
and add fun things the dog in your life would 
like to get to. So for us we often pop a toy or a 
kong in, followed by a few treats and top up 
with either water or perhaps a light chicken 
stock to make it extra tasty. Then freeze. 
Remove from container and place on ground 
either as it is or on a tray for extra slippery fun.  
Makes a great outdoors game that keeps your 
dog engaged trying to get at their treats but 
also keeps them cool.  

 

 

Heat Stroke in dogs  
 
Heat stroke in dogs can be very serious and 
have a quick onset. Knowing the signs and what 
to do could be a lifesaver.  
 
Symptoms – 

• Excessive Panting 
• Excessive drooling 
• Vomiting 
• Diarrhea 
• Weakness 
• Listlessness  
• Poor coordination 
• Shaking  
• Collapse  
• Seizures  

So what can you do if you notice your dog 
showing signs of heat stroke?  
 

1. Cool the dog down gently – use cool 
water (DO NOT USE ICED WATER). This 
can be done by submerging in a bath or 
pool, Spray with the hose, gently 
pouring water over their head or 
covering with wet towels and using a fan.  

2. Check their temperature every 10-15 
minutes until temperature reduces to 
normal. The dog should be cool not 
shivering.  

3. Offer the dog a drink but do not force 
4. Seek veterinary care even if all seems 

well.  



 

Walkies  
 
Now we all love to get out in the sun but sometimes routines just need to be modified in the heat to 
keep our dogs safe. Try altering walk times to the cooler parts of the day so as to limit the risks of the 
heat. Consider changing your walk location to grassy and shaded areas rather than the beach or 
pavement as this heats up very quickly. If you can’t keep your bare hand on the pavement then its too 
hot for your dog’s paws, no one wants paw burn. It’s all about being sensible so here’s a helpful guide 
to how hot is too hot for the dog in your life.  If needs be and its just too hot, keep safe and skip the 
walk.  
 
Temp	°C	 Breed	Size		

	 	 			 Small		 Medium	 Large	
	 	 	16	 		 		 		
	 	

Enjoy	the	outdoors	
18	 		 		 		

	 	
Low	Risk	-	Enjoy	the	outdoors	

21	 		 		 		
	 	

Potentially	unsafe	-	Keep	an	eye		
24	 		 		 		

	 	
Dangerous	Weather	-	Use	Caution	

26	 		 		 		
	 	

Potentially	Life-threatening	-	Avoid	if	Possible	
29	 		 		 		

	 	 	32	 		 		 		
	 	 	35	 		 		 		
	 	 	 

 

At home fun  
 
When its hot why not consider a paddling pool for the dog in your life to cool off in as well as plenty of 
shade. In our house the grass sprinkler is a popular game and makes rather entertaining videos of dogs 
running though the cool water mist, no reason you humans can’t join in the fun too.  
 
Do you have any top tips and games for summer dog fun? If  so let us know.  
 



 

Fundraising News  
 
In April, supporters Liz and Nev ""Held a bit of a 
raffle and sold off the last of the vet bed we still 
had, at our Dogstar flyball tournament at the 
weekend.£135.00 raised"" 
In April, supporters Joan and Brian helped to 
bag pack at Tesco's Roundhay with Animal Ark 
Aid. ""Despite thinking it wasn't one our best 
events...the total raised by Animal ArkAid was 
£444! Of that £100 will be on its way to NESSR"" 
 
 
In April, Cynthia took a break from the 
cleaning, feeding, walking and caring for the 
dogs ""Just over £90.00 raised over the 
weekend for an Easter raffle at the pub for 
NESSR, along with a vintage item I popped a 
price of £50.00 for NESSR and it was sold, so all 
in all a very good outcome"" 
 
 
NESSR supporters Jane, Morag and Amanda 
organised and manned a tombola stall on our 
behalf at Dogs Trust Fun Day at Chatelherault 
Park on 4th June raising a healthy £343.60. ""It 
was a crazy busy day and we got through 2 x 
100 prize tombolas and 130 doggy prize 
tombola. We originally had an 80 prize doggy 
tombola but that sold out within an hour. People 
were actually queuing up to buy tickets as we 
were hurriedly trying to put together another 50 
prize one. Amazing."" 
 
Earlier this month Joan and Brian attended 
Puppy in the Park at Farnley Hall Park in Leeds.. 
""A windy but worthwhile day. Our stall for 
NESSR took £91.77. 7 microchips done and 
advice given to 10 others with regard to 
updating their details. Additionally we sold £30 
of pro fleece and had a £50 donation from the 
organisers for offering the free microchipping 
service. So there's a grand total of £171.77. 
Thank you to all who came along and supported 
us.."" 
 

 

Dates for the diary 
July 

Saturday 1st July 
Lisa will be taking part in The Colour Run 
Manchester on 1st July to raise funds for NESSR. 
""Not long to go until mine & my 10 year old 
daughter's "run" for NESSR. If you would like to 
sponsor for NESSR please click on the link 
below. Thank 
you"" https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/
Lisa-Westwood 

August 
Sunday 6th August - Dogs Trust Open Day, 
Leeds 
 
Sunday 20th August 12-3pm - Dogs Trust Fun 
Day being held at West Lothian College, 
Livingston, West Lothian 
We will have a tombola stall at this event. 
Always a great event, come along and say hello. 

Last issues word search 
answers 

 
BCYCAGQHIEONMZDIMJFDGGJAMX	
OCBMDJREZEERFPYRMCOTFKRBIP	
EYHYGMKDSHVNGBHRAYVDGTNACB	
RBIVKNSLCYKNITSTUXQXXRCTRV	
PTCXENQJTWZYZAMGJWVWQDYUOY	
XBVXJSNNJZIGUJYLHFYOPKTXWF	
YFVYZUHHLHZPKMUZDHITOTBVAV	
RGPTLIVERBPEFMRZVFRKUIREVG	
EWIKGZEAOVALJSQQLSZZIALGEJ	
PKOVDRWSBEBBKIRCMQJZIUSKOT	
UUTSQGWICIQBEALGARLICUEOGI	
UAMFWRLEOIRIFCPLZEVTBSLQKS	
LSAAXAGRTEEKUIETGDRVPIGJRQ	
OPIYCNEITLFGNINRAWVVNZNVXU	
ZRCXLAQQLFRSYLHJGOWLPEUXTA	
IEYIZRPGBKATSKSECOACUDLFYR	
FAUCLYRAWGNHAVHAWBHFDTPJUE	
YDFQRLMCHYDZVBLENDEDYUHOGS	
PZLPRCAJMSNYZGLZHDPXGAOUKK	
SELZQADTGAQYCQIEWMOUQLQHJR	
FMHZOCFLEGMRWBOOSSXTPCMRTJ	
KKZFJIFGRMDSLMVWLPCARLAWEL	
YSBLUBQOKARJDFMHEGOWSIZJCM	
CKFAWUOPIDVLOWPUGHFOCEORPI	
ZXHCILEWRVOVPNXJTSSTNCYADX	
NSEQZOONYCAKEXOWYECCMSEQER	

	
 

Are you currently working on a fundraiser for NESSR or had great success with raising funds and would 
like a mention in our next news letter, then please get in touch via amandajane4nessr@ymail.com   
 

also a plea for some content for the next issue to the address above! 


